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Imposition of brigandish sanctions

Foil conspiracy of
US imperialism to wipe out
Socialist North Korea

Lenin addressing a rally at Red Square, Moscow in 1920

‘‘Marxists recognize struggle for reforms i.e.
for measures that improve the conditions of
the working people without destroying the
power of the ruling class. At the same time ...
Reformism is bourgeois deception of the
workers ... when the ‘‘ultimate goal’’ ... is
pushed further and further away from our
agitation, that is reformism.’’
— Lenin Collected Works, Vol. 19, p 372

Demonstrations protesting
sanctions against North Korea
Responding to the call given by
the Central Committee of our Party,
demonstrations
and
rallies
denouncing brigandish sanctions
against socialist North Korea and
extending full support to her in
defending her freedom and
sovereignty, were held throughout
the country at the initiative of
respective Party units.
The Delhi State Organizing
Committee organized a protest
demonstration at Jantar Mantar in
New Delhi on 23rd October 2006
followed by a protest meeting at

Parliament street which was
addressed by Comrades Satyawan,
Secretary,
Haryana
State
Committee, Pratap Samal, Secretary,
Delhi State Organizing Committee,
J.N.Mandal, A K Mazumdar,
R.K.Sharma, Harish Tyagi, all
members of State Organizing
Committee and Prof. Narendra
Sharma.
The
speakers
severely
condemned the escalated war threat
of US imperialists to exterminate
socialist North Korea, expressed
Contd. on page 7

On 9th of October last, Socialist
North Korea after having exhausted
all possible means to thwart the
devious posture and belligerent
intentions of the US imperialists and
their allies to subvert her
sovereignty and destroy her socialist
system, detonated its first nuclear
device. “The US extreme threat of a
nuclear war and sanctions and
pressure compel the DPRK (North
Korea) to conduct a nuclear test, an
essential process for bolstering
nuclear
deterrent,
as
a
corresponding measure,” said North

Korea made it amply clear that she
would never use nuclear weapons
first and would “do its utmost to
realize the denuclearization of the
peninsula and give impetus to the
worldwide nuclear disarmament and
the ultimate elimination of nuclear
weapons.”

Belligerent and hostile
postures of US towards North
Korea
Those who are aware of history
know that right from the day North
Korean people embraced socialism

North Korea appreciates SUCI’s stand
A copy of the Press statement issued by the Central Committee,
SUCI, on 11.10.2006 (Published in the previous issue of Proletarian
Era dated 15th October, 2006) extending full support to the nuke test
conducted by socialist North Korea in self-defence against escalated
hostility of US imperialists and their allies, was handed over to the
Embassy of DPRK in India. They appreciated our stand and assured to
send it to their Central Committee.
Korea in a release to the press on
3rd October. “The Korean nation
stands at the crossroads of life and
death.….A people without a reliable
war deterrent are bound to meet a
tragic death, and the sovereignty of
their country is bound to be
wantonly infringed upon.” observed
the socialist North Korean
government in a communiqué after
the test blast.
Prior to carrying out this
nuclear test, the North Korean
government duly informed the
world about this imminent step to
enhance her defence and conducted
the operation in such a manner as to
ensure no radioactive fallout. North

in the post-second world war period;
US imperialists were bent upon
toppling her socialist system using
the successive autocratic South
Korean governments as the main
prop and finding in Japan an
accomplice in the Devil’s mission.
North
Korean
people
had
experienced the barbarism of the US
imperialists when the latter in 1950
launched a diabolic war of
aggression against their motherland
that continued for three long years.
On average, 800 tons of bombs were
dropped per day. A particular type of
petrol jelly was mixed with the
explosives that stuck to the skin and
Contd. on page 2
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US imperialism hell-bent to deny
North Korea her right to exist
Contd. from page 1

caused excruciating pain leading to
death. Over 4 million people
became victims to this bestial
savagery marks of which are still
there. Even when, after failing to
make the socialist state and her
people to kneel down before them,
the US imperialists were forced to
arrive at a truce, they continued to
give threat of nuclear warfare
against her. Under pressure from the
US, a proposal was then passed in
the general council of UN to depute
an international army to stand by
South Korea. Masquerading as UN
force, it was US army which made a
permanent base in South Korea to
keep DPRK (Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea) under their
military radar and perpetuate tension
around the border of the two
Koreas. Right now, they have kept
North Korea encircled with naval
armada of guided missiles,
destroyers, bombers and fighter
squadrons, nuclear weapons and
around 40,000 troops stationed in
South Korea. Apart from all this, the
US regime has even placed nuclear
weapons in South Korea and
conducts regular joint military
exercises with South Korea to keep
alive the threat of hostile action. In
1998, US imperialists from an air
base in North Carolina conducted a
mock-test of nuclear attack on North
Korea. Divided in three groups, US
recently held mega-scale military
exercises in West Pacific Ocean.
Only in June last, the Bush
administration had undertaken a test
of ‘Minuteman 3’, a latest destroyer
missile in the Korean peninsula.
Imperialist bloc led by US
imperialism has also been using
South Korean government to the hilt
in pursuing hostilities against North.
Thus North Korea has been
virtually under siege from the US
imperialists and their associates
pushing for a war of aggression
including nuclear warfare to
exterminate her.

Imperialists headed by US
imperialists got shaken
The imperialist-capitalist world
headed by US imperialism was
flabbergasted as well as took
umbrage at such ‘insolence’ of a
tiny socialist state to challenge its
brute military might in the unipolar
world. “North Korea has defied the
will of the international community
and the international community

will respond” warned Bush, the
butcher and the most flagrant
violator of international laws, rules,
norms
and
conventions
in
perpetrating heinous war crimes
disdaining world public opinion.
Immediately after this nuclear test,
the US imperialists huddled up with
their cohorts to penalize, if not
punish, North Korea for such a
‘provocative’ action that “
constitutes a threat to international
peace and security” and moved
United Nations (UN), now known to
the world populace as a rubber
stamp of US imperialism, for
imposing stringent sanctions on her.
US ambassador to UN also openly
declared that North Korea “will
have to rue her decision to go
nuclear”.

Imposition of atrocious
sanctions
And to make their talks walk,
Bush and his administration were
galvanized into rallying support for
clamping a total economic and
military sanction against North
Korea including inspection of all to
and fro cargo. It needs to be
mentioned in this connection that
UN had in last July banned at the
instance of US trading with North
Korea in materials and technology
for missiles and weapons as well as
transfer of money by member
countries. Besides, the US, Britain,
South Korea and Japan have already
put in place bilateral sanctions. US
move to thrust upon a total
brigandish sanction this time,
however, received a jolt when
capitalist Russia and China, leery of
greater US presence or influence in
the region including interdiction of
US war vessels along their coasts
and a further military build-up in
South Korea or Japan lest their
hegemonistic interests in the region
are impaired, did not agree that
sanctions should be far-stretched.
Though the precise details were
fudged by all sides, it could be
gathered that original US sponsored
resolution staunchly supported by
Japan called for tougher sanctions
under chapter 7 of the UN charter,
authorizing the use of military force
in the event of North Korea failing
to comply with the terms. It was a
kind of resolution that was passed
against Iraq before US invaded that
country under fraudulent pretext.
China and Russia reportedly refused
to partake in some such measures.

When on 15th October, UN
finally passed the resolution to
impose further sanctions, North
Korea immediately rejected the
same as “de facto declaration of
war” against her and her UN
ambassador walked out of the
chamber accusing the members of a
‘gangster like action’ that neglected
the nuclear threat posed by the US.
Referring to its early statement
issued on 3rd October stating that,
going beyond the extremity, the
Bush administration had abused the
idea of denuclearization set out by
the DPRK for isolating and stifling
the ideology and the socialist system
chosen by its people, a DPRK
foreign ministry said that “The
DPRK had remained unfazed in any
storm and stress in the past when it
had no nuclear weapon.” “… (but)
can no longer remain an on-looker
to the developments….It is quite
nonsensical to expect the DPRK to
yield to the pressure and threat of
someone at this time when it has
become a nuclear weapon state. ...
DPRK’s nuclear weapons will serve
as reliable war deterrent for
protecting the supreme interests of
the state and the security of the
Korean nation from the U.S. threat
of aggression and averting a new
war and firmly safeguarding peace
and stability on the Korean
peninsula under any circumstances.
DPRK will always sincerely
implement
its
international
commitment in the field of
nuclear non-proliferation as a
responsible nuclear weapons state.
…The DPRK wants peace but is not
afraid of war,” the spokesman
added.
Since this nuclear test by North
Korea has created some commotion
in the world mainly because of the
barrage of propaganda released in
the bourgeois press suppressing the
essential facts and holding her guilty
of
flouting
nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty, it is essential to
trace the background in which she
has been compelled to take such
action.

Tale of nuclear blackmailing
and war threat by US
imperialism
One would recall that the world
was exposed to the fallout of a
nuclear holocaust when the US
imperialists razed to the ground the
cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki by
dropping two powerful atom bombs,

killing
millions,
crippling
generations
with
radioactive
radiations. So far US has conducted
as many as 1,054 tests by official
count, which far exceed the number
of similar tests by others. Ever since
devastation of Hiroshima-Nagasaki
had shaken the world, there was a
worldwide demand for curbing
proliferation of nuclear weapon
technology. In 1963, a treaty was
signed to ban atmospheric testing
though underground test continued
to be allowed. After five years, in
1968, came the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty or NPT.
Curiously enough, NPT prohibited
all non-nuclear weapon states from
possessing,
manufacturing
or
acquiring nuclear weapons or other
nuclear explosive devices. The
Treaty never explained why it
discriminated between ‘nuclear
weapon states’ and ‘non-nuclear
weapon states’. Though 188
countries signed the treaty, India,
Pakistan and Israel neither signed
nor ratified the treaty. Later, North
Korea withdrew from the treaty.
Subsequently, following dismantling
of the socialist camp, UN on 10th
September,
1996,
adopted
Comprehensive Nuclear Ban Treaty
(CTBT) which was signed by 176
but was ratified by 135 countries.
US signed the treaty but did not
ratify it. Irked at this, India, Pakistan
and North Korea rejected the treaty.
All through this period, the US
imperialists and their allies armed to
the teeth with all kinds of lethal
weapons including nuclear arsenal
have been threatening other
countries of armed interventions,
star wars and nuclear warfare if they
dare to disobey their whips or
oppose their hegemonistic design
and pursuit of imperial overstretch.
From Asia, Africa to Latin America,
all the independent sovereign states
reeled under this US threat of ‘yield
or perish’. US imperialists are
openly saying that those not pliant
to their wishes are ‘enemy
countries’ and should be ready to
face the eventualities. They have
thus arrogated to themselves the
position of international gendarme
to take the whole world to their
stride.

Manoeuvres of US imperialism
to corner North Korea
Ever since this small but
determined socialist North Korea
Contd. on page 5
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Ruthless capitalism unfolding in China

People’s protests surging forth
While capitalist China earns a
wide appreciation from the capitalist
world as a developing super-power
in the arena of crisis-ridden world
capitalism and when the socialdemocrats harbour their hope in
modern China as the role-model of
development, the Chinese ferment
bubbling protest demonstrations
organized by peasants, labourers,
students and people from all walks
of life, barring the privileged
class that has taken refuge in the
gorgeous towns with high-rise
buildings,
shopping
malls,
marvellous fly-overs, night-clubs,
parties and all that adorn the
vagaries of capitalist-imperialist
culture. It is sad to see Mao’s China
go that way – but it is the two sides
of the scenario, on the one hand
affluence sky-rocketting, on the
other hand appalling poverty – that
attracts attention of the progressive
minded people of the world and the
fighters for socialism throughout the
world.

Protests bubbling up
It is reported in the press, both
in print and electronic media, that
modern China is facing numerous
sporadic outbursts of protests
particularly in rural areas which
even official press of China, Xinhua
News Agency had to admit. As one
of the reports narrate, “Though
largely ignored in the West, some of
the largest working class protest
anywhere in the world are taking
place on a virtually daily basis
across China, from the strikes in
foreign owned export factories of
the southern coastal areas and
demonstrations in the industrial
“rust belts” of the central and
northeastern provinces, to revolts
over
corrupt
officials
and
environmental disasters in suburbs
around eastern cities and isolated
villages in western rural regions.
Noting that, in figures released by
the minister for public security,
“mass incidents, or demonstrations
and riots” rose to 74,000 in 2004 up
from just 10,000 a decade ago, and
58,000 in 2003, the New York
Times reported. …Each week brings
news of at least one or two
incidents, with thousands of village
in a pitched battle with the police, or
bloody crackdowns in which
hundreds of protesters are teargassed and clubbed during roundups by the police. And by the

governments own official tally,
hundreds of these events each week
escape wider public attention
altogether. …These demonstrations
have extended into the very heart of
the ‘market reform’ regions, such as
downtown Shanghai, the new centre
of Chinese commercial capital. In
these struggles, workers and
peasants alike often contrast the
ideas Mao advanced and the
socialist policies he helped to
introduce with the degraded
conditions of their lives today” (‘To
be Attacked by the Enemy is a Good
Thing’ by Robert Weil)
It is also reported that in a park
in a working class neighborhood in
Zhengzhou, hundreds and upto a
thousand or so, on weekends gather
each evening to sing the old
revolutionary songs and to uphold
the legacy of the Mao era.
Similarly, workers and peasants
often express the same kinds of
views: life was different and better
in the period under Mao, before
China took the ‘capitalist road’ that
he warned against.

Frightened revisionist leaders
betray vengeance
Reports are also pouring out
that the capitalist-roader leaders of
CPC who brought forth capitalism
in China dismantling socialism, are
frightened at the rise of protests and
demonstrations accentuating day by
day. Over and above, the protests
are in some places recalling Mao
and his teachings to strike panic in
the hearts of the new ruling class. As
reported, “… it is not just the
Chinese nation that is rising up, but
the
workers
and
peasants
themselves who are increasingly
rebelling against the capitalist
exploitation of the ‘reform era’. For
many members of the working
classes in China, the older of whom
still hold on to personal memoirs of
life during the time when socialism
was the foundation of national
policy, Mao continues to represent
the possibility of a society free from
the exploitation, loss of jobs and
social
securities
and
vast
polarization and corruption of the
reformers. But this is not merely
nostalgia for the past or a vague
sense that the things were better in
the ‘good old days’. Mao remains a
critical reference point to which,
over and over again, workers and
peasants of China can and

frequently do turn in order to find
inspiration and guidance in their
struggles.” (ibid) “… the great fears
of the authorities and their
supporters, therefore, is that the
current protests will begin to be led
by those with a broader sense of
their strategic possibilities, and who
have as their goal not local interest
but a challenge to the entire system
of capitalist reform. …More than
anything else, what the present
leaders of China are determined to
prevent, is ….. the linking up of
leftist intellectuals with the working
classes. They have reason to be
afraid. One leading intellectual, for
example, turned to the ‘left after
spending extended time in the rural
areas’, because every person he met
in his visits with the peasants in the
villages supported Mao, in contrast
to the urban liberals. So, too, a
progressive academic in Beijing told
how she was “moving back
towards” Mao, because his critique
of the ‘capitalist road’ rings
increasingly true today. As more
than one activists put it, ‘having
tried everything else’ to explain
what is happening in China, without
finding answers for the polarization
and other negative social factors
becoming ever sharper by the day,
many are turning again to ‘Mao
Zedong thought’ for guidance.
…”(ibid)
It is against such a potential for
ever higher levels of organized
struggles that the government has
issued a renewed warning, “a
strongly worded recent editorial,
published in People’s Daily, the
communist party’s mouthpiece,
under the headline ‘Maintain
stability to speed development’. The
commentary warned citizens to
obey the law, saying that threats to
social order would not be tolerated.
Soon after this statement, one even
more stringent crackdown on
Websites and other forms of
electronic
exchange
was
begun.”(ibid)
The Chinese people in the past
two and half decades have not had
means of open expression; without
any means to openly express
themselves, people have found
ingenious ways to let voices be
heard. One popular method is
making up verses or sayings and
circulating them privately; here are
two short ones that have remained
popular :

“On corrupted government
official : ‘If you were to line up all
the high level government officials
and shoot every other one, you
would still let many guilty ones go
free.’ On smashing the iron rice
bowl : 'Chairman Mao gave us a rice
bowl, Deng Xiaoping drilled a hole
in it, the capitalists connected a
siphoning tube to the hole, and Jiang
Zemin shattered the bowl into
pieces.’ ” (Mao’s legacy in China’s
current development
by Paoyuching).
Camouflaged under the verbiage
of ‘Socialist market economy’,
‘Socialism
with
Chinese
characteristics’ the cunning process
of smuggling bourgeois ideology
and capitalist economy into the
party and the state by the renegade
leadership reached its zenith on 14th
March, 2004 when the Tenth
National People’s Congress of
China, as recommended by the 3rd
Plenary Session of the Communist
Party of China’s 16th Central
Committee which was again in
pursuance of the decision of the
16th Congress of the CPC amended
the Constitution of the People’s
Republic of China to the effect that
the states should protect rights and
interests of non-public economy
including individual and private
business; the state should support,
encourage
and
guide
the
development
of
non-public
economy; the private property of the
citizens should not be encroached
upon; the state should protect by
law the right of the citizens to own
private property and right to inherit
private property; the state might in
public interest, expropriate or take
over land for public use but should
pay compensation in accordance
with law; besides ownership, a
citizen should enjoy other rights to
his property such as the right to
possess, the right to use and the
right to profit – that is, equalizing all
differences with the basic tenets of a
bourgeois or capitalist state, most
discernably the reestablishment of
bourgeois right to private property
and to make profit, i.e. to exploit
other.
But
long
before
this
constitutional change, since the 3rd
Plenum of the 11th CC of CPC in
October 1978 the present capitalist
rulers step by step paved the way for
ruthless exploitation and oppression
Contd. on page 4
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Chinese state has turned social fascist
Contd. from page 3

over the peasants and workers and
have been infusing rotten western
bourgeois culture particularly
among the younger generation to
break their moral backbone as
speedily as they can. Big cities and
industrial towns are now infested
with night clubs, discotheques and
brothels, which were completely
abolished in Mao’s era are now
rampant; call-girl rackets operate as
an open secret, even in guest houses
run by local city authorities. On the
other hand, as reported by different
communist-minded eye-witnesses
who widely visited China and
studied present Chinese society,
state repression on the disgruntled
Chinese
people
is
simply
overwhelming. They are now bereft
of the least human and trade union
rights
enjoyed
by their
counterparts even in other bourgeois
capitalist countries. Dictatorship of
the
proletariat
has
been
replaced by the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie while the Chinese state
is run by a single party, though
communist in name but bourgeois in
character, as opposed to multi-party
or at least two-party bourgeois
democracy in other capitalist
countries. All these amply show that
China is now under the grip of
social fascism in the name of
‘socialism
with
Chinese
characteristics’ and the common
Chinese people are being oppressed
and exploited by an unalloyed
bourgeois dictatorship.

Condition of working-class in
so-called “Modern China”
In such a ‘modern China’,
obviously with a label of socialism,
the condition of workers and
peasants have reached a precarious
state as reported by press and other
media of the world.
One report states, “tens of
millions .. thrown out of their jobs
in the State-owned Enterprises, once
the pillar of the economy, with the
loss of virtually all of the related
forms of social security that were
part of their work-units, housing,
education, health care, and pensions,
among others. As these state-owned
enterprises have been converted into
profit-driven corporations, whether
by being sold outright to private
investors or semi-privatized by
managers and state and party
authorities, corruption has been
common ... with the dissolution of
rural communes ... with the
throwing open of the country to

developers
without
adequate
compensation to the villagers, and
rampant environmental devastations
of the rural areas, this policy has
left hundreds of millions struggling
to find a viable way to earn a living,
while stripping them of the
collective social support they have
previously enjoyed. Over 100
million of them have become part of
the massive migration to the cities,
seeking work in construction, the
new export-oriented factories, or the
dirtiest and most dangerous jobs. ..
for unskilled urban workers,
especially those who have been
dismissed, there is truly nothing to
lose – they have been reduced once
again to the classic proletarian
condition, devoid of all access to
the means of production and
literally left to starve without some
kind of outside support. If they
have an ill parent or even a child for
whom school fees have to be paid,
their situation can be quire
desperate.” (Condition of the
working class in China: Robert
Weil)
In the mean time more vivid
and recent picture of the migrant
condition of the workers referred to
above has come out, “Statistics
show about 130 million people,
mostly poor farmers from the
countryside have sought jobs in the
country’s urban areas since the late
1980s.” (The Statesman, 23 October
2006) The report further states,
“Forty per cent of migrant labourers
in Chinese cities toil more than
eight hours a day, while 47 percent
of them work seven days a week…
nearly 27 per cent have to work
nine to ten hours a day and another
13.61 percent even longer….. the
Survery by the National Bureau of

Statistics (NBS) has found.
…Ruthless pursuit of profit has
resulted in private business owners
taking advantage of the migrant
workers, the official Xinhua News
Agency reported. The survey found
that …nearly 15 percent, however,
said that they were not paid on time
or in full and fifty percent received
no pay for overtime.”
In such a rapidly growing
impoverishment, polarization is also
widening rapidly. In the “Fortune2006” list of global billionaires,
‘modern China’ bagged seven while
Hong Kong bags one.
As a result, the workers and
peasants are raising their heads in
sporadic
outbursts,
strikes,
demonstrations, confrontation and
the like, which are being ruthlessly
suppressed by the state machinery.
One report states, “Frequently, these
confrontations which may include
such actions as laying (sic.) down on
rail road tracks and blocking
highways, or surrounding and
occupying offices, … Large-scale
labour actions are growing around
the country, at times, winning local
victories, but often ending with
arrest and imprisonment of the
leaders. In contrast, while on paper
at least, the improvement of rural
conditions
is
now
official
government policy, the crushing of
peasant protests can be even more
brutal, because these are largely
invisible, unless the actions are on a
large scale to receive public notice—
such as the killing of some twenty
villagers
in
Dongzhou,
in
Guangdong province, in December
2005,
for protesting against
inadequate compensation for land
taken for a power plant.” (Robert
Weil, Analytical Monthly Review,

June, 2006).
Thus, though painful and tragic
enough for the Chinese people as
well as exploited people all over the
world and revolutionaries of all
countries, after the death of Mao the
revisionists successfully reared their
ugly heads, carried out counter
revolution
and
established
capitalism there. But this is not the
last word. So far as reports are
coming out of severely gagged
media, the revolutionaries carrying
the teachings and contribution of
Mao are organizing themselves,
though in a scattered way uptill
now. Different workers’ bodies,
peasants’ bodies and student groups
and intellectuals are trying to
coordinate among themselves to
unitedly face the capitalist
onslaught by the present regime.
For example, in the annual meeting
of National People’s Congress
(NCP) left critiques of the pro-Deng
regime stalled the approval of a
draft law intended to protect private
property rights that were enshrined
in the Constitution two years ago.
(Pallovi Aiyar, The Hindu, 25 April
2006).
All these facts and reports
corroborate our part’s analysis that
following
neo-revisionist
conspiracy, counter-revolution was
completed in China and capitalism
restored. So the task of the toiling
people of China is to build up a
genuine communist party based on
the teachings of Marxism-Leninism
and Mao Zedong thought, intensify
class and mass struggles throughout
the country, expose the capitalist
roaders and re-establish socialism
by overthrowing capitalism through
accomplishment of another socialist
revolution.

Protest demonstration in Calcutta on 17 October against US sponsored UN sanction against North Korea
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Despotism and brigandage of imperiaists
— cause of nuclear proliferation
Contd. from page 2

declared in 1993 that she would
leave NPT in protest against the
imperialist design to disarm other
countries under the pretext of
enforcing the Treaty while retaining
the right of the big imperialist
countries to not only possess but
even augment their nuclear armoury,
the Pentagon regime had been
wrestling as to how to deal with the
challenge posed by her in case she
does develop nuclear weapons as a
countervailing
measure.
US
imperialists could make out that if
socialist North Korea emerged as a
formidable power, it could well-nigh
jeopardize their ploy to flex nuclear
muscle in making others submit
before them. So they were desperate
to smash her socialist system by
engineering
counter-revolution.
Under the sugar-coated slogan of
reunification of two Koreas, they
were trying to accomplish this
objective only. While on one hand,
they were pretending to be so eager
to diffuse tension in the Korean
peninsula through diplomatic
channel, they were trying to bully
North Korea by way of financial
crackdown in the form of economic
blockades and sanctions as well
as military build-up surrounding
her.
In 1994, North Korea decided to
cease membership of UN watchdog
International
Atomic
Energy
Agency (IAEA) as she found it
virtually a de facto US-controlled
body to undertake surveillance of
nuclear preparations of various
countries and in the name of
implementing
peace
process,
diplomatically dispossess them of
their nuclear prowess. In February
1998, South Korean President Kim
Dae-Jung enunciated a new
“Sunshine Policy” of engagement
with the DPRK. This policy set the
stage for the first (and only) interKorean summit, held in Pyongyang
June 13-15, 2000. But subsequent
President
Roh
Moo-Hyun
abandoned the name “Sunshine
Policy.” In 1999, US imperialists
even went to the extent of relaxing
sanctions to check if this peace
manoeuvre
would
work
in
trapping her. But this surfeit of
counterfeit overtures made no
impact at all on socialist North
Korea who rejected all such
camouflages and exposed the
sinister design of the US regime

before the world.
Then when the 9/11 incident
took place, Bush in his 2002 State of
the Union address named North
Korea as a member of the ‘axis of
evils’ alongside Iraq and Iran. He
also declared the policy of ‘preemptive war’ against target
countries with a view to bringing
about ‘regime change’ there. The
intentions were too obvious. In late
2002, the world’s attention was
fixed on the impending US military
invasion of Iraq based on fabricated
charge of possession of WMD by
the latter; North Korea picked up the
signal of Pentagon’s subsequent
move and expelled the inspectors of
IAEA deputed to carry out survey of
her nuclear capabilities and departed
from NPT for good. Till that time,
she continued to fulfil all her NPT
obligations.
Following years saw a flurry of
moves on the part of the US
imperialists and their allies to
extract a promise by North Korea to
shelve her nuclear armament
programme. For long North Korea
had been insisting that to diffuse
tension and establish normalcy in
the peninsula, US should give
recognition to her sovereignty,
establish normal diplomatic relation
between the two countries and
guarantee her security. But US
imperialists turned a deaf ear to this
most reasonable proposal as they
never intended any equitable or just
solution but were weaving cobweb
to infringe upon North Korea’s right
to exist. So they went on insisting
on the framework of six-nation (US,
Japan, South Korea, Russia, China
and North Korea) talk to apply
combined pressure on her to yield to
their terms. Till 2005, North Korea
participated in these talks. But when
the US imperialists branded DPRK
as a ‘criminal state’ and imposed
sanctions preventing her access to
international banking, Pyongyang
boycotted such talks. North Korea
also correctly took note of the fact
that by undertaking similar steps in
phases, US had first weakened the
economy of Iraq and then in the
name of complying with IAEA
directives made Iraq destroy all its
sophisticated weaponry. Once being
sure of Iraq’s crumpling resistance
capabilities,
fiercest
military
offensive was launched by Bush
administration to occupy that
independent
sovereign
state

disdaining world opinion and
flouting all international rules and
norms. North Korea also saw how
Iran which refused to oblige the
despotic rulers of US was armtwisted on the false allegation of
non-compliance
with
NPT
safeguard agreements and the IAEA
norms and since then being warned
of an Iraq-like aggression. It was,
therefore, clear to North Korea that
unless she was self-reliant in her
defence mechanism, vulnerability to
a possible US sponsored offensive
could not be averted. It may be
added that immediately after
slapping sanctions against North
Korea; US ambassador to UN told
news agencies, “I hope the lesson
they learn is that if they continue to
pursue nuclear weapons, they will
face the same kind of isolation and
restrictions that we have just
imposed on the North Koreans.” It
is in this impelling situation that
North Korea had to develop and
demonstrate her nuclear prowess as
counter-measure to aggressive
imperialist policies.

Despicable role of Russia and
China
In this connection, a mention
must be made of the despicable role
played by both Russia and China
turned into two formidable capitalist
countries
following
counterrevolution. Though for purely
different reasons, they have tried to
dilute the intensity of US sponsored
sanctions against North Korea, they
have joined the imperialist world in
condemning North Korea for
reinforcing her defence against
imperialist threat. A Chinese foreign
ministry statement on state
television said DPRK “ignoring the
general concern of the international
community, brazenly undertook the
test…. China strongly demands the
DPRK side to undertake its
commitment
to
the
nonnuclearisation of the Korean
peninsula and stop all actions that
can lead to the deterioration of the
situation.” Equally despicable has
been the stand of Russia. “Russia
certainly condemns the test
conducted by North Korea,”
President Putin told top Cabinet
officials, “It doesn’t just concern
North Korea; enormous damage has
been done to the process of nonproliferation of weapons of mass
destruction in the world.” Thus both

the Russian and Chinese authorities
have clearly bailed out the US
pirates, the perpetrators of all crimes
and instead squarely put the blame
on the victim country for trying to
resist. Glaringly they are hand-ingloves with the US in denying the
socialist state her right to defend
herself unless she capitulates to the
dictates of the superpowers and
work against the interest of the
world people by giving up
socialism.

Indian government aligned
with US imperialism
Indian bourgeois government,
now making no secret of its
increasing
pro-US
tilt
and
indomitable urge for emerging as a
regional superpower with US
backing, accused Pyongyang of
violating
its
“international
commitments” and “jeopardizing
peace, stability and security on the
Korean peninsula and in the region”
by testing a nuclear weapon. Thus it
nakedly stood in support of the US
trampling underfoot the glorious
anti-imperialist tradition of Indian
people.
Not only the Indian bourgeois
government, even the pseudoMarxists like the CPI (M), now an
ally of the ruling dispensation
“deplored” North Korea for “such
a destabilizing act”. “The nuclear
test conducted by the Democratic
Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK)
is an unfortunate act.” (People’s
Democracy dated 15-10-06). CPI
(M) leaders are often found to
fulminate against US imperialism.
But one could see that when
socialist country is strengthening
her socialist system and identity
from naked aggression of US
imperialists, they find the act
‘destabilizing, unfortunate and
hence deplorable. What is then the
real colour of their demonstrative
anti-imperialism and where would
such covert dalliance with the
imperialist suzerain lead them? We
request the honest rank of the CPI
(M) to ponder over.

Defending independence and
sovereignty is inalienable right
of every country
We had in our detailed
analytical discussion on the issue of
India government’s succumbing to
US pressure in voting against Iran at
Contd. on page 6
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the IAEA meeting (vide P Era, Vol.
39 No.5 Dated October 15, 2005)
showed that “when the brigands
armed to the teeth are out on a
prowl, mongering their power,
baring their tooth and claw and
continuously resorting to nuclear
blackmailing, does not any
independent sovereign country
having minimum self-respect and
threatened of being attacked any
time have the right to defend itself?
It is the imperialists who first
developed nuclear weapons to
terrorize the world. The nuclear
holocaust of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki showed what devastation
it could bring about to the life and
property of people as well as how it
could cripple generations after
generations with radiation-born
diseases. So the peace-loving people
of the world stood up and voiced
demand for complete destruction of
all nuclear weapons and total
disarmament. But trampling the
public opinion, the US imperialists
and their associates are going on
upgrading their nuclear armoury and
asserting their right to show red eyes
to others; asking them to surrender
or kneel down before them as slaves
or face the consequences. This
gangsterism of US imperialists
armed with latest nuclear weaponry
is escalating the possibility of war,
keeping the world environment
surcharged and casting a spectre of
horror. So there is practically a
polarization between the ‘haves’ and
‘have-nots’ of nuclear power with
the ‘haves’ (i.e. possessors of
nuclear arms) issuing open threats to
the ‘have-nots’ (i.e. non-possessors
of nuclear weapons) to either
capitulate or perish. In such a
situation, can any of the nations or
countries in the hit list of imperialist
despots be advised to quietly accept
thralldom? No one would pay heed
to that. They will rise up and fight.
If pursuit of hegemony, gangsterism
and brigandage of the imperialists
led by US imperialists goes
unabated and there is persistent
threat to the independence and
sovereignty of the various nations,
then that will lead to fast
proliferation of nuclear arms. It is
thus the international despotism and
brigandage of the imperialists led by
the US imperialists which is the root
cause of nuclear proliferation”.

Viewpoint of North Korea
North Korea has also been
arguing almost on the similar line. If

the robber-like theory that only big
countries can possess nuclear
weapons and threaten and attack
smaller or relatively weaker
countries is connived at or permitted
any longer, that will, contends North
Korea, drive the non-nuclear states
to the possession of a nuclear
deterrent. The nuclear issue on the
Korean Peninsula, a focal point of
the international community, is an
offspring of the U.S. policy of
nuclear threat based on its deeprooted hostile policy toward the
DPRK for over half a century, says
North Korea and that is nothing but
the plain truth.
To the countries tamely
surrendering to the policies of
brigandage and overlordism of US
imperialism being overawed by the
military might it possessed, North
Korea has been trying to point out
that by urging her to scrap her
nuclear programme, disregarding
the cause of occurrence of the
nuclear issue on the Korean
Peninsula cannot be intending for a
true and fair solution to the problem.
She has been repeatedly stressing
that denuclearization of the Korean
Peninsula is her final goal and she
intends to realize it in a peaceful
way
through
dialogue
and
negotiation. She would as ever make
persevering efforts to remove threat
from outside forces and ensure a
durable peace on the Korean
Peninsula. She has also been
legitimately demanding that the U.S.
should promptly retract the hostile
policy toward her involving
financial sanctions and human rights
offensive and approach the six-party
talks with sincerity. Alongside, she
is urging the people to turn out in
the struggle against bellicose
attitude of US imperialism, rise up
in the fight to achieve peace and
force the U.S. troops out of South
Korea under pressure of an anti-US
imperialism and anti-war struggle.
(Source: Pyongyang, KCNA dated
18-10-06)
So, what has been her fault or
the ‘alleged act of provocation’ for
which the US gunboat pirates are so
keen to punish her arraying their
entire arsenal?

International gangsterism
patented by US imperialism
The US imperialists loudly
proclaim that they are the custodians
of world peace and countries like
North Korea are ‘Devil’s abode’.
But do facts corroborate to that? Has
North Korea ever sent her naval

force studded with deadly nuclear
weapons to patrol along the shores
of US? Did she send spy aeroplanes
to keep round the clock surveillance
of its military built-up or nuclear
preparations? Has she attacked or
violated the airspace of any
sovereign country, strafed and
raided others’ territories, overrun
integrity and freedom of other
countries? Which are the places that
North Korea has established her
military bases to spring attack on
foreign territories? Which personnel
of North Korean army have been
charged of worst war crimes like the
ones
in Vietnam,
Rwanda,
Guantanamo or Abu Ghraib? Which
are the military blocs like SEATO,
CENTO, NATO etc. that have been
formed by socialist North Korea to
conduct military assaults and
orchestrate intrigues in various parts
of the world?
Anyone who has not bartered
away
his
conscience
and
common sense to the vendors of
‘dollar-democracy’ would agree that
no one other than the US
imperialists, the self-appointed
guardian of the unipolar world, have
the sole propriety of all such
patented acts of sustaining ‘peace
processes’. What is then their
propriety to fix others of such
heinous crimes?

North Korea stands firm
It is heartening to note that
North Korea is not bulging an inch
or diluting her stand. She contended
that she needs nuclear arsenal to
counter US aggression. “The
nuclear test is an expression of our
intention to face the United States
across the nuclear table… what we
want is security of the (North),
including guaranteeing of the
system… we still have a willingness
to give up nuclear weapons and
return to six-party talks as well. It’s
possible whenever the USA takes
corresponding measures… If the US
keeps pestering us and increases
pressure, we will regard it as a
declaration of war and will take a
series of corresponding measures.
We are ready for both dialogue and
confrontation.” Such has been her
position in the face of mounting
threat from the imperialist world,
visibly shaken at her defiance of all
dictatorial fiats that many other
countries tamely surrendered to. In
Pyongyang, the North Korean
capital, Kim Young Nam, second in
command to President Kim Jong Il,
in reply to a query as to whether

they would go for more such tests,
said that “The issue of future
nuclear tests is linked to US policy
toward our country.”
The Korean people have been
equally determined. TV stations
around the world beamed footage of
massed ranks of North Koreans at a
huge
torch-lit
display
of
synchronized unity in capital
Pyongyang on 9th October marking
80th anniversary of the “Down
with Imperialism Union” founded
by Kim Il Sung, former President
of North Korea and Kim Jong Il’s
father. Kim was seen being
greeted
enthusiastically
and
waving back. Even in a South
Korean poll published on 15th
October, 43% of the respondents
held US as most to be blamed for
the test blast while 14% picked up
South Korean to be responsible for
that.

Absence of Socialist camp
proving too dear
It is increasingly becoming
clearer to the world people how
devastating a blow has been the
dismantling of the mighty socialist
camp, the bulwark of world peace,
following
worst
revisionist
conspiracy aided and abetted by the
imperialist bloc headed by US
imperialism. Had the socialist camp
been in existence, could the US
imperialists be so unbriddled in
pursuance of these hegemonistic
expansionist policies? Could the
toiling millions round the globe feel
so helpless, so perturbed before
mounting onslaught of the
imperialist brigands? One would
recall that to counter nuclear
blackmailing and as a deterrent to
war threat, Soviet Union had to
develop nuclear weapons. But
refuting the imperialist charge of
forcible imposition of communism
upon the world by the socialist
countries, great Stalin, in the course
of steering the soviet socialist state
and world proletarian revolutionary
movement, said : If need be, USSR
would give a blank cheque that if
attacked, she would only counterattack. Otherwise she would never
touch anybody nor interfere in the
internal affairs of any country. But
the imperialists should have to agree
that they too would not meddle in
the domestic affairs of other states,
force their presence in any country
to oppress the people there or annex
any land. In fact, this was the basis
of the policy of peaceful coContd. on page 7
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Countrywide demonstrations against sanctions against North Korea
Contd. from page 1

full support to and solidarity with
the brave people of North Korea and
their
Socialist
system
and
denounced the shameful stand of
Congress-led, CPI (M), CPI backed
Indian government of endorsing the
aggressive
policy
of
US
imperialism.
Bangalore District Committee
organized a Protest Demonstration
at Mysore Bank Circle on 27th
October last. Addressing the
meeting Comrade B.R.Manjunath,
District
Secretary,
severely
condemned the UN sanctions
imposed against North Korea at the
instance of US imperialism which
has touched the zenith of warmongering
under
Bush
administration. To tighten strangle
hold on the world it is recklessly
attacking any country that do not toe
its line. The US which is already in
a whirlpool in Iraq is sure to enter
into a deeper crisis if it tries to

pursue its North Korea. Presiding
over the meeting, Comrade
M.N.Sriram, Member, District
Secretariat
criticized
the
‘backboneless attitude’ of the
Central Government. He said that
the Central Government has insulted
the
glorious
anti-imperialist
tradition of the Indian people.
Tamilnadu State Organizing
Committee
held
a
protest
demonstration at the Memorial Hall,
Chennai, on 23rd October. The
speakers, while condemning the
UN-imposed sanctions on North
Korea, said that North Korea had
no other option but to carry out the
nuclear test in order to combat the
threat of US imperialists and their
allies to subvert its sovereignty and
its existence as a socialist country.
The
US
imperialists
had
consistently refused to sign a nonaggression pact with North Korea.
Instead North Korea has been
encircled by guided missiles,

nuclear weapons and more than
30,000 US troops stationed in South
Korea.
The
imperialists were
flaunting with impunity the very
NPT which they are trying to
impose
on
others.
The
demonstration strongly condemned
the CPI-CPI(M) supported UPA
Government for its policy of

appeasement of US imperialist and
its betrayal of the great antiimperialist tradition of Indian
people.
Kerala
State
Committee
organized a protest rally on 22nd
October at Kochi. An effigy of Bush
was brunt among loud antiContd. on page 8

Protest demonstration in Chennai

Conspiracy to wipe out Socialist North Korea
Contd. from page 6

existence that was formulated by the
USSR so as to preserve world peace
and at the same time ensure that
decision of the people of each
country to choose or sustain a social
system of their choice, free from the
encumbrance or intervention by any
other state. In deference to the world
public opinion, the socialist camp
also demanded total and complete
disarmament including nuclear
disarmament. But the imperialist
bloc headed by US imperialists
never heeded to these proposals
leave apart abiding by them. Theirs
have been an endeavour to buttress
their expansionist and hegemonistic
aspirations, perpetuate partial and
localized wars, subvert freedom of
others, install puppet governments
in various countries to facilitate neocolonial exploitation and above all

indulge in all conspiratorial
activities to subvert socialism. It is
indeed encouraging to the toiling
people of the world that at least one
of the tiny socialist countries
encircled by the imperialist powers
and facing continuous threat to her
right to existence from US
imperialism, the chieftain of world
imperialism, has the courage, grit
and determination to stand firm in
resolve to safeguard socialism by
foiling all sinister machinations of
the imperialist hawks and their
accomplices.

Stand by gallant North Korea
Socialist North Korea, her
people and government are in the
midst of a life and death struggle. It
is not only a fight to defend their
freedom and territorial integrity,
their right to existence. It is a

State Conference of Bihar DSO
Fifth State conference of Bihar DSO was held at Bhagalpur. Dr.
Ramji Singh, Vice-chancellor, Bhagalpur University, inaugurated the
open session on 19th September. In his main speaker’s address, Comrade
Shiv Shankar, Bihar State secretary, SUCI, vehemently criticized the
utter callousness of both central and state governments towards
education. In the delegate session on 20th September, Comrade
Dipankar Roy, Member, West Bengal State Committee, SUCI, gave a
call to organize the students based on higher character, ethics and
morality. A new State Committee with Comrades Sadhna Mishra as
President, Suryakar Jitendra as Secretary and Rajkumar Chowdhury as
Treasurer.

significant battle to save the entire
mankind from the strangulating
grip of the US imperialist sharks and
their cohorts. These imperialist
vultures, unbriddled in absence of
the mighty socialist camp that
provided bulwark of world peace,
want to turn the whole world into
their fiefdom, hunting ground for
limitless barbaric loot and plunder,
enslave and dehumanize the
humanity, suck out the last drop of
blood from every human being to
quench their thirst for maximum
profit. No thinking person worth
the name, no democratic mind, no
peace-loving man can afford to
acquiesce to such a doom to
mankind. Brave North Korean
people and their socialist North
Korean government are leading a
historic struggle with exceptional
grit and spunk to thwart this

menacing imperialist machination of
spelling doom for the human race.
This is a struggle for emancipation
of the toiling billions of the world
from the savagery of imperialistcapitalist
oppression
and
suppression. It is, therefore,
incumbent on all toiling people of
the world to come out and
resolutely stand by fighting North
Korea and free humanity from the
clutches of imperialist deathmerchants. In every country, the
working people must close their
rank and build up massive well-knit
movement in support of the
gallantry of North Korea and
frustrate the devilish machination
of US imperialism and its
accomplices to wipe out this
socialist state which embodies the
urges and aspirations of the toiling
humanity.
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AIAIF condemns UN sanctions against
North Korea and calls upon people of the
world to stand by her and build up
massive anti-imperialist movement to foil
all attacks on mankind and civilization

Protest demonstrations : ( from top) Hyderabad, Ranchi and Kochi

Demonstrations against UN sanctions
Contd. from page 7

imperialist slogans. In their
speeches, Comrade T. Sudhirkumar,
District Secretary, and Comrades N.
R. Mohankumar and Francis
Kalathunkal, District Committee
members extended solidarity to
North
Korean
people
and
government
and
vehemently
criticized Indian government and its
abettors for playing second fiddle to
the US imperialists.
On 17th October, a welldecorated protest rally was taken to
the US consulate in Calcutta where
a brief meeting was held. Comrade
Gopal Kundu, member of the West
Bengal State Secretariat in his short
speech pointed out at the conspiracy

hatched by the US imperialists and
their associates to wipe out socialist
North Korea. Comrade Debaprasad
Sarkar, MLA and leader of the
Party’s legislative group in the West
Bengal Assembly read out the
memorandum which was then
submitted to the consulate official.
An effigy of George Bush was also
burnt.
On 20th October, Ranchi
district committee took out a protest
rally and burnt the effigy of US
President George Bush. Then a brief
meeting was held at Albert Ekka
Chowk which was addressed by
Comrade
Siddeswar
Singh,
Secretary,
Ranchi
district
committee.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF :

Comrade Manik Mukherjee, Vice-President, All India AntiImperialist Forum (AIAIF) in a statement issued on 16th October,
2006, severely condemned the most atrocious economic and military
sanctions imposed on socialist North Korea by the UN clearly at the
instigation and insistence of the US imperialists and their cohorts
holding her guilty for conducting a successful nuclear test purely in
self-defence after all her attempts to prevent the escalating threat and
intimidation on the part of the US imperialism and its associates, to
subvert her freedom, sovereignty and socialist system proved
abortive. This once again showed, observed Comrade Mukherjee, that
the UN has virtually become a rubber-stamp of the US imperialists
and their allies, pursuing international gangsterism with alacrity
flouting all international laws, norms and practices and flaunting brute
military might as if they are licensed to arrogate to themselves the
right to play foul with any country which refuses to kneel down
before their dictatorial fiats and be pliant with their brigandage and
hegemonistic design. While US imperialism, the international
gendarme and worst enemy of the people, wondered Comrade
Mukherjee, does not invite wrath of the UN despite possessing all
kinds of lethal weapons including devastating nuclear armoury,
mounting military aggression on other countries on fraudulent pretext,
brutally killing innocent women, children and patients by using latest
sophisticated deadly weapons, nakedly intervening in the internal
affairs of others, openly engineering regime changes on others’ soils
through coups and intrigues and installing its puppet governments,
punitive action is taken against North Korea for exercising her
inalienable right to defend herself against possible attack from such a
demonic force holding the whole world in ransom.
Comrade Mukherjee deprecated the glaring partisan attitude of
the UN, congratulated the socialist government and the brave people
of North Korea for their firm stand and resolute opposition against the
imperialist plot to corner them and destroy their socialist system and
extended full support to their efforts for strengthening defence
capabilities to combat any barbaric armed assault by the imperialist
pirates. This gallantry of socialist North Korea, Comrade Mukherjee
was of firm opinion, is not just for defence of their own motherland
but for defence of the entire humanity against raving beastly savagery
of the US imperialism and its accomplices. Comrade Mukherjee also
strongly denounced the most hated role of the Indian bourgeois
government pretending to be a constituent of the Non-Aligned
Movement against imperialist overlordism, for acquiescing to the UN
move and thereby covertly siding with the US imperialists, as junior
partner of world imperialism, in orchestrating a virtual war of attrition
against North Korea trampling upon the glorious anti-imperialist
tradition of the Indian people.
Comrade Mukherjee called upon all well-meaning peace-loving
people of the world to stand by North Korea in her fight for a just
cause and come forward to build up massive united anti-imperialist
movement to thwart such sinister moves and foil evil machinations
on the part of the US imperialists and their boot-lickers to overrun
integrity and freedom of sovereign countries, keep the international
situation surcharged, disrupt peace and perpetrate all kinds of heinous
crime on the mankind.
At Patna, Comrade Arun Kumar
Singh, member, State Secretariat of
Bihar SUCI, addressed a protest
meeting, presided over by Comrade
Shivlal Prasad, Patna Dist.
Secretary.

Protest meeting was held in
Jamshedpur on 25th October.
Comrade Ranajit Modak, Singbhum
District Secretary presided over and
other district leaders spoke on the
occasion.
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